
End of US Prophesied in Gangnam Style 

This is part 5 in my series on that amazingly prophetic video called 
‘Gangnam Style’. I am beginning to understand that this is a very 
important prophecy from that great Old Testament Prophet, Enoch, 
who I believe has returned to Planet Earth just like the prophet Elijah. 
Maybe you remember a few weeks ago where Elijah appeared in 
Australia in that tornado of fire and now I believe Enoch is manifesting 
himself through this ‘Gangnam Style’ video.  

Since the Lord seems to be revealing more and more to me about the 
prophecies in this music video, ‘Gangnam Style’, I want to change the 
format just a little bit because I will have to do at least two more videos 
and instead of cataloguing all the many, many places in Gangnam 
Style where the attributes of the False Prophet and the Antichrist are 
verified, as found in Scripture, I want to get into the actual prophecies 
in Gangnam Style. For example, on this video I want to talk about the 
end of the United States as predicted in Gangnam Style and before 
that, I want to talk about a few of the characteristics of the Antichrist. 
For example, in the book of Revelation, he is described as looking like 
a leopard, walking like a bear, and talking like a lion. 

But before I get to all of that I want to review a little bit of the last 
program because quite a few of you questioned about the horns on the 
False Prophet as shown in the pool scene so let's take another look at 
an image from that scene. Maybe if I point directly to the two small tuffs 
of hair which are sticking up out of this man's head like horns, and 
which symbolize the two horns on the False Prophet.  
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Next, let's look at where Psy, who is personifying the Antichrist in 
Gangnam Style, ‘looks like a leopard, walks like a bear, and talks like a 
lion’ as described in Revelation 13, verse 2. In my last video, we 
already looked at chapter 13, verse 1, in Revelation, where the 
Antichrist has seven heads and ten horns. Of course, a leopard is most 
known for its spots, in other words, it is both black and white, and it’s 
interesting that Psy almost always wears black and white in this video. 
Let's look at a few examples.  

 

Psy as the Antichrist will wear white and black outside, and Psy wears 
combinations of white and black very often indoors.  

 

In this next scene, you could almost say that Psy looks like a leopard 
with spots; although the spots of the leopard are white instead of black, 
the visual effect is the same.  
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The next attribute of the Antichrist in Revelation 13, verse 2, is that ‘he 
has the feet of a bear’ and I believe that means he walks like a bear. 
And, in my opinion, the horse rider dance that Psy invented, is actually 
an image of a bear standing on its hind legs. Let's look at a few 
examples.   

 

It sure looks to me like this bear is doing the horse rider dance. 
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This bear has the horse rider dance down pat, 

 

and this bear is not only doing the horse rider dance, he's even twirling 
the lasso.  

 

So, we see how Psy performing the role of the Antichrist in his video 
‘looks like a leopard, walks like a bear’ and now let's see how he has 
the ‘mouth of a lion’ and I believe that means that he speaks English. 
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And of course, in this video Psy does not speak English, he speaks 
Korean but, as I have mentioned previously, his most important 
message is repeated over and over and that is ‘Oppan Gangnam Style’ 
and I have transliterated that to mean ‘open gang man style’ which 
refers to the grand opening of the reign of the Antichrist. And there is 
no doubt that Enoch's message in this video is a warning primarily to 
Britain and America. 

 

In fact, ‘gangnam’ is almost ‘gang man’. You only have to switch two 
letters which brings me up to how the destruction of Britain and 
America is described in  Gangnam Style. 

As you know, the Antichrist is prophesied to bring down three 
kings/kingdoms. I believe those three kingdoms are Britain, Russia and 
America. Let's take a look at this explosion scene from Gangnam 
Style.  
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Many people believe that scenes like this explosion scene were added 
to Gangnam Style strictly for comical effect but, in fact, there is a 
tremendous hidden significance.  

I'm sure you are asking, How can the explosion which takes down two 
people symbolize the taking down of three kings by the Antichrist? And 
the reason is because the Antichrist brings down two kings first, 
namely Britain and America. They are the same as the two horns on 
the ram in Daniel, chapter number 8, and remember in that chapter, 
the horn on the goat, in other words Russia, is brought down later so 
indeed these two figures in this explosion scene symbolize the 
destruction of Britain and America.  

 

This explosion scene symbolizes the burning of the Whore of Babylon 
by fire in one hour and that is Britain and America. If you stop the 
action on this explosion scene you will see there are actually two 
explosions: one for Britain and the other for America.  
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It's interesting in Daniel that of the two horns on the ram, one is higher 
than the other which symbolizes the fact that the United States is 
greater than Britain in world affairs. And it's interesting that in this 
scene from Gangnam Style, one of the men raises his hand higher 
than the other:  both men raise their hands in time to the music; 
however, this figure is raising his hand higher than this figure and 
therefore, he is symbolizing America while the other figures symbolizes 
Great Britain.  

 

So we have seen that one of the most important events of the End 
Times, that is the destruction of the Whore of Babylon, which is Britain 
and America, and the destruction of the ram, which is again Britain and 
America, is described in  Gangnam Style, however, I do not see a date 
for these events in the video even though one of Enoch's main 
missions in these End Times is to give the timing of events. 

By the way, I probably should not say that Britain and America will be 
totally destroyed because Daniel says that ‘their power will be taken 
away’. Now in part number 6 of my series on Gangnam Style, I want to 
talk about the martyrdom of Pope Benedict XVI and yes, I do believe 
this video prophesies that our Pope will be martyred and I do believe 
that Enoch may be giving the timing for this tragic event. 
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